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Introduction 

• You have done many exercises with root, statistics etc. 
• Running the macros you learned to make locally is often very time and CPU 

intensive since there is a lot of data! 
• Today  you will learn about computing resources available to you and how to 

use them in order to run over all the data and MC you need 
• This won’t be hands on since you don’t have an account on CERN computing 

systems, but we will learn important resources you will need: CERN storage 
systems,  batch, worldwide grid 

• These terms/acronyms are always getting thrown around at CERN so it’s good 
to know them! 
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Storage/File Systems 
• CASTOR, stands for the CERN Advanced STORage manager, is a hierarchical 

storage management (HSM) system developed at CERN used to store physics 
production files and user files. Files can be stored, listed, retrieved and 
accessed in CASTOR using command line tools or applications built on top of 
the different data transfer protocols like RFIO (Remote File IO), ROOT 
libraries, GridFTP and XROOTD (http://castor.web.cern.ch/) 

• EOS is a disk-based service providing a low latency storage infrastructure for 
physics users. Data access is provided by the XROOT protocol.  Files on EOS 
can be opened many times by many different users 
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasComputing/ATLASStorageAtCERN) 

• The AFS (Andrew File System) Service provides networked file storage for 
CERN users, in particular home directories, work spaces and project spaces. 
The AFS Service is based on OpenAFS, an open-source distributed filesystem 
(http://atlas-computing.web.cern.ch/atlas-
computing/projects/externalLibsTools/afs_old.php) 
– Once you get your cern accounts you will all have a 

/afs/cern.ch/user/<initial>/<uname> account 
– If you need additional space (100 Mb) you can also request 

/afs/cern.ch/work/<initial>/<uname> 
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BATCH and GRID 

• CERN's compute resources consist of: 

• A local batch system:  users with local accounts (lxplus 
machines for example) can submit jobs for local 
processing 

• A Grid share, where CERN provides its batch resources 
to the general WLCG Grid, and all users of the Grid 
(local or otherwise) can make use of those resources 
via their experiment job submission frameworks 
– 2/3 of CERN's compute resources are assigned to the 

"Grid” shared between experiments. 1/3 are for local job 
submission. 
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Batch System 
• Batch job is computer program(s) working in batch 

mode, meaning that a sequence of commands that 
are executed by an operating system are listed in a 
file (batch file, shell script) and submitted to be 
executed in a unit. Executing a series of programs on 
a computer without manual intervention is called 
batch processing 

• Benefits of batch: 
– Many jobs can run all at the same time, accessing 

experiment data from common storage systems 
– It can shift the time of when to process a job to when the 

computing resources are not as busy 
– Not doing minute-by-minute manual intervention avoids 

taking up unnecessary computer resources  
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CERN Batch 
• CERN batch is a centrally-managed cluster of CPUs.  Users write their analysis program 

and submit it to the batch system which sends back the results (jobs can take weeks)  
• The systems are managed by a master server which deals out jobs to suitable CPU 

servers according to users' priorities and needs. This master server also provides users 
with a communication point to access data about their jobs, so they don't have to know 
and directly talk to the CPU server running them. 

• The system is based IBM Platform LSF product -- 4000 CPU servers (many have several 
CPU cores), large amounts of memory and fast disks. 400 000 jobs ran every day! 
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Using CERN Batch system 

• You submit a “job” from lxplus (or another special node).  
• A job is a script, it is usually put on AFS, which a sifle system visible to 

batch nodes  
• After submission the jobs typically queues until the scheduler decides that 

its turn has come 
• When the job runs, it will be processed on one of the worker nodes. 
• The job has its own local "pool" directory on the worker node where it can 

read and write local files. The pool directory is deleted at the end of the 
job. 

• Large data files needed for the job should be copied to the local pool 
directory (e.g. by Castor) in or accessed remotely (e.g. by EOS). 

• Data files written locally by the job should be copied out to CERN storage 
(typically EOS or Castor). 

• The results of the job run (STDOUT/STDERR) and job completion status are 
sent back to the user. 
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Using CERN Batch 

• A “queue” attaches the expected CPU time 
utilisation to your job 

• Queues for maximum throughput are 9nh and 
1nd  
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Using CERN Batch 
• Use the bsub command from a machine running LSF client software, 

e.g. lxplus.cern.ch (SLC6). 
• export 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/path/to/your/library:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
• bsub "/bin/uname" 
• Submit a job in your home directory to the 1-hour queue: 

– bsub –q 1nh ~user1/jobs/job1.csh 

• Submit job2 with a 20MB memory limit (it is recommended to specify 
a memory limit): 
– bsub –M 20000 job2 

• Submit job3 to the 8-hour queue with a runtime limit of 120 minutes 
(it is recommended to specify a runtime limit): 
– bsub -q 8nh -W 120 job3 

• Run job4 on an SLC6 host: 
– bsub –R "type=SLC6_64" job4 
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Worldwide Grid 
• There are too many jobs to run just at CERN! We can use computing capacity from other 

institutes  
• This is what the  Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) WLCG is the world's largest 

computing grid. It is supported by many associated national and international grids across 
the world, such as European Grid Initiative (Europe-based) and Open-Science Grid (US-
based), as well as many other regional grids. 

• WLCG is a collaboration of about 150 institutes from around the world sharing their 
resources for scientific projects, LHC experiments being one of them  

• These institutes have been organised in layers called tiers: Tier-0 is CERN, there are 
13 Tier-1s who have to store a complete LHC data set, and the rest are Tier-2s and Tier-3s. 
Together, they provide in practice enough capacity to run 200 000 to 300 000 LHC analysis 
jobs. 
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Worldwide Grid 
• Tier 0 is the CERN Data Centre. All of the data from 

the LHC passes through this central hub, but it 
provides less than 20% of the Grid's total computing 
capacity. CERN keeps raw data (millions of digital 
readings from across the detectors), and performs 
the first pass at reconstructing the raw data into 
meaningful information. Tier 0 distributes the raw 
data and the reconstructed output to Tier 1s, and 
reprocesses data when the LHC is not running. 

• Tier 1 consists of 13 computer centres (table 1) large 
enough to store LHC data. They provide round-the-
clock support for the Grid, and are responsible for 
storing a proportional share of raw and 
reconstructed data, as well as performing large-scale 
reprocessing and storing the corresponding output; 
distributing data to Tier 2s;  

• Tier 2s are typically universities and other scientific 
institutes that can store sufficient data and provide 
adequate computing power for specific analysis 
tasks. There are around 155 Tier 2 sites around the 
world. 

• Individual scientists can access the Grid through local 
(or Tier 3) computing resources, which can consist of 
local clusters in a university department or even an 
individual PC. There is no formal engagement 
between WLCG and Tier 3 resources. 
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Obtain a Grid certificate 

 

• The webpage below describes the process of 
obtaining Grid certificates 

• https://www.racf.bnl.gov/docs/howto/grid/ins
tallcert  
– Obtaining a grid certificate. 

– Joining a VO. 

– Installing your grid certificate. 

– Adding your certificate to a VO  
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Using Worldwide Grid 

• prun is a Panda-client software which allows users to submit general jobs to 
Panda. Those jobs may run ROOT(CINT,C++,pyRoot), ARA, Python, user's 
executable, shell script and so on. It is intended to support non-Athena type 
analysis, e.g., ROOT-based analysis where Athena runtime is not always 
available.  
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Using Worldwide Grid 

• Setup the environment  
• https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PanDA/PandaTool

s#Setup 
• Setting up on AFS 

– source 
/afs/cern.ch/atlas/offline/external/GRID/DA/panda-
client/latest/etc/panda/panda_setup.[c]sh  

• To Submit Root/general jobs to Panda 
– https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PanDA/PandaRun 

• To Submit Athena jobs using Panda 
– https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/PanDA/PandaAthena 
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Using Worldwide Grid 
• Since we learned ROOT, let’s see how we submit root jobs: 
• Lets say you want to submit this type of job 
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Using Worldwide Grid 
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Using Worldwide Grid 

• Locally you would do: 
– $ echo NTUP1.root,Ntup2.root > input.txt; root.exe macrotest.C  

 
 

• You an submit the same job to panda using  
– $ prun --exec "echo %IN > input.txt; root.exe -b -q macrotest.C" --

athenaTag=14.2.24 --inDS file.root/ --outDS output/  –nFiles5  
 
 

• prun gathers all files in your working directory and sends them to work noes 
• A single prun job instantiates one buildGen job and some runGen jobs 
• runGen jobs get activated as soon as buildGen finishes. runGen jobs run 

user's program over files in the --inDS dataset  
• Once jobs are submitted to Panda, you can see what's going on 

using PandaMonitor 
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Using Worldwide Grid 

• You can monitor status of your jobs on Panda 
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Grid or Batch? 

• For user-analysis, the majority of WLCG 
experiments prefer Grid job submission to local 
CERN job submission and the shares on the CERN 
batch system reflect this preference. This means, 
as a standard user, if you submit your work to the 
Grid, you will get a far faster turnaround than you 
would get than if you submitted locally. 

• For quick jobs can use batch. You submit batch 
jobs by reading files from eos for example. 
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Assignment 

• This week simple: Read through the links in 
the document 
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